
Nonrelativistic Harmonic Oscillator 
Effective Theory (HOBET)

I.    Self-tutorial: history

II.      HOBET’s structure and phase-shift parameterization

III.     Finite boxes and running pions



Self-tutorial

□ Barrett/Vary program at the 1990s
               - shell-model effective interactions dependent on “starting energies”

□ Functional form of the effective interaction
               - translational  invariance requires          Hilbert spaces

                  E’s are many-body energies:  In the limit where the unperturbed
                  energies are taken to be those before shell mixing, clearly this
                  matrix element must be multi-valued, as it depends on the state of
                  the A-2 spectator nucleons

                  Evaluated, typically shifts of 5-10 MeV per 

□ Started a program to deconstruct the two- and three-body problems, employing
   a hard-core potential, to try to understand the requirements for an effective theory

h(1p)2JT | H |Ii 1

Egs � EI
hI| H |(1p)2JT i

N~!

~! Zheng, Barrett, Vary, WH, Song, 
PRC52, 2488 (1995)
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mined by the Lanczos algorithm, with about 270 itera-
tions yielding full convergence for the ten lowest-energy
states. In the spirit of BG, the strong interaction was
only allowed to operate within the Ip-2s ld shells. (This
choice also eliminates large 2hro and 4hro lplh ampli-
tudes that could mix into the low-lying states only be-
cause the shell-model interaction does not properly
respect the Hartree-Fock condition. ) The adopted Oh'
Hamiltonian was formed from the Cohen and Kurath
1p-shell interaction, the Brown and Wildenthal 2s1d-
shell interaction, and the Millener and Kurath cross-shell
interaction, with the four single-particle energy splittings
fitted to the isoscalar even-J states. We used the bare
Kuo g matrix for V "". All configurations were al-
lowed to interact through the center-of-mass Hamiltoni-
an H, , and spurious components were removed by add-
ing a large multiple of H, to the potential described
above. The same Hamiltonian was used in a 3hro calcu-
lation of the negative-parity states.
The calculated and experimental isoscalar spectra of

Fig. 1 are in very good agreement. We also show the
spectrum that would result from diagonalizing H in a
2hro model space. This illustrates the importance of the
2t1ro-4hro interaction in reducing the energy splitting
between the ground state and those states that are pri-
marily 2ttro in character (e.g. , the 01+-21+ splitting is
lowered by almost 8 MeV). The quality of the isovector
spectrum is similar to that of Fig. 1, with the lowest five
states in ' F well reproduced. A low-lying 0+1 state
(-16 MeV) not seen experimentally is predicted. The

isovector 0, 1,2,3 group is also nicely reproduced.
The principal diSculty with the isoscalar negative-parity
spectrum is the failure to generate a second 1 0 state
near 9.59 MeV.
Table I shows the OpOh, 2p2h, and 4p4h probabilities

of the first 0+ states in our calculation and in that of
BG. (Note that the 0+ 12.29-MeV state is the correct
analog of the 03+ BG state, since the nearby 0+ state at
12.80 MeV is 73% 4p4h. ) In the schematic model the
OpOh probability summed over the three 0+ states must
give 1, while in the shell model it mixes with the full set
of 0+ states in the 4hro space. As the OpOh fraction in
the first three states is about 50%, the 2p2h and 4p4h
shell-model fractions must be correspondingly larger.
Despite this, the schematic and shell-model results are
not too different: The correspondence for the 6.05-
MeV state, which is primarily a 4p4h state, is very close,
while both calculations conclude that about 70% of the
strength in the 03+ state is 2p2h.
The large intrinsic quadrupole moments that are pos-

tulated in the schematic model provide a simple explana-
tion of the enhancements found in ' 0 E2 transitions.
We can now test whether this physics emerges from the
shell-model and realistic WV interactions. As the shell
model makes no explicit assumption about the single-
particle basis, one must interpret the E2 transition densi-
ty matrices in terms of suitable radial wave functions.
We have used Ginocchio potential wave functions,
which are algebraic and yet closely resemble numerical
finite-well wave functions (such as Woods-Saxon). The
parameters of this potential were adjusted to reproduce
the elastic (e,e') form-factor diA'raction minimum and
the height and location of the second diA'raction max-
imum, as well as the 1pii2 and lp3i2 binding energies.
The single-particle spherical shell model for ' 0 pro-
duces an unbound 113/2 state, and in this respect does
not provide an appropriate basis for interpreting transi-
tion density matrices between bound states. In a de-
formed well this problem need not arise, since the d3/2
amplitudes could be sensibly associated with bound
Nilsson orbitals. We avoid this complication by appeal-
ing to the schematic model, where the sd-shell excita-
tions of ' 0 involve a single bound Nilsson level (No. 6).
This motivates our choice of a single binding energy for
the sd-shell orbits in the Ginocchio well, which we take
as the average of the shell-model 2sii2, 1d~i2, and 1d3/2

0
0 0

TABLE I. Comparison of the shell-model (SM) and BG
OpOh, 2p2h, and 4p4h probabilities for the first three 0+ states

l 6~

expt 4b ~ g.S.
Probability BG SM

02+ (6.05 MeV)
BG SM

0+
BG SM

FIG. 1. A comparison of experiment and the 4hco ' 0
shell-model spectrum of T=O states. The spectrum resulting
from diagonalizing the same Hamiltonian in a 2hco space is
also shown.

OpOh
2p2h
4p4h

0.76 0.42 0.07
0.22 0.45 0.05
0.02 0.1 3 0.88

0.04
0.05
0.90

0.17 0.03
0.73 0.68
0.10 0.30
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analog of the Hoyle state

16O spectrum



□ became the theses of Chang-Liang Song and Tom Luu

□ procedure was to numerically integrate out high-energy states, step by step,
   to determine the shell-by-shell evolution

□ then reconstructed the results as a non relativistic ET: is there a rigorous
   but more economical procedure?

the renormalization problem - I would argue - is unsolved:  the goal was to
eliminate this step, executing the ET directly in the chosen Hilbert space

              



ET Space?

□ There are very few choices:  if the effective interaction is to be translational 
   invariant, the Hilbert space has to be CM separable

             separable HO spaces                              lattice

 

HO is discrete but compact;
can be coupled to standard tools;
maps directly into a well tested
expansion scheme, Talmi integrals; rotational symmetry



What are the properties of a successful ET?

□ There is an infinite Hilbert space that is divided into a low-momentum/long-
   distance “included space” P and a (possibly UV) remainder Q, with P+Q=1

□ The choice of P is defined by parameters that the theorist is free to pick

   Rate of convergence may depend on the parameter choice, but not answers
                                
□ The formulation we use produces the exact wave function restriction      

   Thus wave functions are not orthogonal 

   Wave functions evolve as P is increased smoothly: new components are added
   while previous components are unchanged: wave functions carry a nontrivial
   normalization < 1

□ The usual procedures we follow in nuclear physics lack these properties

P ! P (b,⇤)

P | i



The curious matter of continuity in E

□ We tend to use different methods for structure and reactions: but intuitively
   this is hard to understand, as a proper theory should continuous in E
           - the restriction of a bound or continuum state to P is well defined

                                
□ If                   , the Hamiltonian used in P is  

   One obtains the exact eigenvalue    and the exact restriction 

   The Bloch-Horowitz equation must be solved self-consistently
   In general, for a finite P, it generates an infinite number of solutions

HeffP | i = EP | i Heff = P


H +H

1

E �QH
QH

�
P

H = T + V

E P | i



The curious matter of continuity in E

□  Generally in nuclear physics we work hard to suppress the energy dependence of
    effective interactions

□  This is unnatural in a short-range ET:  such a theory cannot succeed unless the
    proper IR before is built in
           - the IR behavior (partially or in total) is controlled by E
           - the evolution with E is rapid:  in the continuum it reflects the very
             large scattering lengths
           - this rapid evolution continues in bound state

Yet we have the intuitive picture that omitted strong interaction effects involve 
hard scattering, which should be insensitive to state energies

This was sorted out in Tom Luu’s thesis
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Figure 3.2: Evolution of deuteron binding energy as a function of perturbation for a 70!ω
model space. The dotted line corresponds to the exact deuteron binding energy (-2.224575
MeV) and the dots connected by a line represent the calculated binding energy via the
expansion of eqn. 3.4.
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Matrix elements living in the last included shell:
the IR, not the UV, is inhibiting convergence



Reorganizing the Bloch-Horowitz Equation  

Nuclear Physics without High-Momentum Potentials:
Direct Construction of the E↵ective Interaction from Scattering Observables

Kenneth S. McElvain⇤ and W. C. Haxton†

Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley,

and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley CA

(Dated: July 22, 2016)

The standard approach to nuclear physics encodes phase shift information in an NN potential,
then decodes that information in forming an e↵ective interaction, appropriate to a low-momentum
Hilbert space. Here we show that it is instead possible to construct the e↵ective interaction directly
from continuum phase shifts and mixing angles, eliminating all reference to a high momentum
potential. The theory is rapidly convergent and well behaved, yielding sub-keV accuracy.

Traditional nuclear physics is based on an encoding of
experimental phase shift information into an NN poten-
tial, followed by renormalization to obtain an e↵ective
interaction appropriate for soft, discrete bases, such as
those used in the shell model. This approach has proven
problematic, due to the strength of the bare interaction,
its extreme hard core, and its disparate length scales. Di-
agrammatic e↵ective interaction methods were found to
fail in the early 70s [1, 2]; in recent years some di�culties
have been ameliorated, with novel techniques introduced
to soften interactions, and with computing power allow-
ing use of much larger e↵ective Hilbert spaces [3–7]. Yet
aspects of these techniques remain approximate.

One can ask why this approach is taken. The nuclear
physics “two-step” – from QCD to an NN potential to
an He↵ appropriate for some discrete Slater determinant
basis – di↵ers from standard e↵ective field theory meth-
ods, where the reduction from the fundamental ultravi-
olet (UV) theory to the e↵ective infrared (IR) theory is
generally direct. There is no obvious reason why, in nu-
clear physics, it is necessary to store UV information in
an NN potential, if in the end all UV details are inte-
grated out, in the process of finding e↵ective interactions
appropriate for restricted Hilbert spaces.

The e↵ective theory (ET) employed in any direct con-
struction must have certain properties. The functional
form of He↵ must be known, before its parameters can
be fit. The theory should be analytically continuous in
E – valid for E < 0 and E > 0 – if scattering data is
to be used in the fit, with bound-state properties then
predicted. Translational invariance is critical to ensuring
a simple functional form for He↵ . If one formulates an
ET in a discrete, compact basis, suitable for the power-
ful diagonalization methods that have been developed in
nuclear physics, this limits the choice to center-of-mass
(CM) separable bases of the harmonic oscillator (HO).

Continuity in E is generally not a feature of the ap-
proximate e↵ective interactions used in nuclear physics.
On the contrary, work has been invested to remove any
energy dependence from e↵ective interactions, through

⇤
kenmcelvain@berkeley.edu

†
haxton@berkeley.edu

techniques such as the Lee-Suzuki transformation [8].
Consequently properties one expects in a well-defined ef-
fective theory, such as e↵ective wave functions that cor-
respond to the projections of the true wave functions,
are absent: projection does not preserve orthogonality,
while the Hermitian, energy-independent interactions in
common use clearly do. This leads to an odd contrast
between bound state treatments and scattering, trouble-
some from the perspective of energy continuity, as much
of the information extracted from phase shifts is asso-
ciated with the unusually rapid variations with energy
caused by anomalously large scattering lengths.

A nonrelativistic ET for simple nuclear systems – HO-
based e↵ective theory (HOBET) – was constructed sev-
eral years ago and applied to bound states [9]. The func-
tional form of the two-body HOBET e↵ective interaction
was deduced from exact numerical solutions, and found
to correspond to a rapidly converging short-range e↵ec-
tive theory – but only if the underlying Bloch-Horowitz
(BH) equation [10] is rearranged in the following way,

PHe↵P | i = EP | i

GQT ⌘ 1

E � QT
GQH ⌘ 1

E � QH
H ⌘ T + V

He↵ = EGTQ(E)


T + T

Q

E
T + V + V�

�
EGQT (E)

V GQHQV $ V� (1)

(See Fig. 1.) This reordering respects an important con-
dition on ETs based on short-range expansions, that they
can succeed only if the proper IR behavior is built in [11]:
We recognize EGQT (E) as the asymptotic Lee-Suzuki
operator, which generates the full IR solution from the
projected wave function. Here P = P (b,⇤) is the separa-
ble projected space, defined by the oscillator parameter
b and the maximum number of oscillator quanta ⇤ al-
lowed in Slater determinants, and Q is its complement.
The equation must be solved self-consistently, a step that
determines bound-state eigenvalues. Regardless of the
dimensionality of P , the BH equation generates all so-
lutions having nonzero overlaps with P , yielding exact
eigenvalues and projected wave functions P | i.

The choices made for V� and V in Eq. (1) define the
ET. In HOBET’s original validation, V was equated to

□  These results, when analyzed, lead to a reorganizing of the BH equation 

asymptotic Lee Suzuki operator:

Builds in the correct IR behavior - and does so at the cost of a P-space inversion

This result still make contact with a realistic potential

Now we severe that connection by building the effect theory

He↵ = EGTQ(E)


T + T

Q

E
T + V + V GQHQV

�
EGQT (E)

E

E �QT
=


P

1

E � T
P

��1 1

E � T



HOBET 

□  The effective theory is built by two replacements

This was developed and applied to bound states.

The convergence was excellent - typically few keV accuracy 
 

PEGTQ(E) [V GQHQV ] EGQTP ! PEGTQ(E) V� EGQT (E)P

PEGTQ(E) V EGQTP !
⇢

PEGTQ(E) 0 EGQT (E)P pionless

PEGTQ(E) V IR
⇡ EGQT (E)P pionfull

WH, Phys. Rev. C77, 034005 (2008) 
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FIG. 19: (Color online) The left panel shows the radial dependence of the Argonne v18 potential in the 1S0 � 1S0,
3S1 � 3S1,

and 3S1 � 3D1 (tensor) channels. The last is clearly more extended. The right panel is a “Lepage plot” displaying fractional
errors as a function of the order of the calculation, on log scales. The steepening of the slope with order is the sign of a well
behaved, converging e↵ective theory.

deuteron is definitely not an extreme case. The e↵ects are also sensitive to the choice of P , through b, which controls
the mean momentum within P – a small b reduces the missing hard-core physics, but exacerbates the problems at
long wavelengths, and conversely. Figure 1 suggests factor-of-two changes in the Q-space contribution to the deuteron
binding energy can result from ⇠ 20% changes in b. At the outset, the dependence on |E| and b seems like a di�culty
for nuclear physics, as modest changes in these parameters alter predictions.

One of the marvelous properties of the HO is that the QT sum can be done. The two e↵ects discussed above turn
out to be governed by a single parameter, . The associated e↵ects are nonperturbative in both QT and QV . In the
case of QT an explicit sum to all orders is done. The e↵ects are also implicitly nonperturbative in QV , because of
the dependence on |E|. This is why the BH approach is so powerful: because |E| is determined self-consistently, it is
simple to incorporate this physics directly into the iterative process (which has been shown to converge very rapidly
in the HOBET test cases A=2 and 3). When this is done, one finds that  a↵ects results in three ways:

• the rescattering of QT to all orders, T (E�QT )�1QT , is absorbed into a new “bare” matrix element h↵|T |e�()i;

• the new “bare” matrix element he↵()|V |e�()i captures the e↵ects of QT in all orders on the contribution
first-order in V ; and

• the matrix elements of the short-range operators Ō, which contain all the multiple scattering of QV , are similarly
modified, he↵()|Ō|e�()i.

So far the discussion has focused on the problem of a single bound state of fixed binding energy |E|, the deuteron
ground state. No discussion has occurred of expectations for problems in which multiple bound states, each with a
di↵erent Heff (|E|), might arise. But 1) the dependence of Heff (|E|) on  arises already in the single-state case,
which was not a priori obvious; and 2) state dependence (energy dependence in the case of BH) must arise in the case
of multiple states, as this is the source of the required nonorthogonality of states when restricted to P , a requirement
for a proper e↵ective theory. So a question clearly arises about the connection between the explicit  dependence
found for fixed |E|, and the additional energy dependence that might occur for a spectrum of states.

Because other techniques, like Lee-Suzuki, have been used to address problem 2), it is appropriate to first stress the
relationship between  and the strong interaction parameters provided in Table II. The choice ⇤P =8 is helpful, as it
shows there is no relation. Every short-range coe�cient arising through order N3LO was determined from nonedge
matrix elements: the fitting procedure matches the coe�cients to the set of matrix elements with n0 + n  5, and
there are no edge states satisfying this constraint. Nothing in the treatment of the strong interaction “knows” about
edge states. This then makes clear how e�ciently  captures the remaining missing physics. Without  one would



Stage two:  CalLat and the lattice motivations 

□  Four years ago Pavlos Vranas, Tom Luu, and I organized CalLat at LBL/LLNL

    There were two major motivations

    1) Circumvent the fermion sign problem:  port LQCD information into an
        explicitly antisymmetric ET, one capable of rigorously propagating lattice
        input into multi-nucleon systems

    2) Allow lattice input to be used selectively - where it is needed and competitive

        e.g., hadronic parity violation:    used precise experimental information 
                                                      to parameterize the strong interaction

                                                      use the lattice only for the s-p phase shift

        The theory should accept phase shifts, while being blind to its source 

        The theory is a true ET:  from QCD to the P space in one step
                                             no Q-space potentials, no approximate renormalization
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Fig. 1. Hierarchy of nuclear forces in ChPT. Solid lines represent nucleons and dashed lines pions. Small dots, large solid dots, solid squares, and solid
diamonds denote vertices of index � = 0, 1, 2, and 4, respectively. Further explanations are given in the text.

forces (4NF) start at this order. Since the leading 4NF come into existence one order higher than the leading 3NF, 4NF are
weaker than 3NF. Thus, ChPT provides a straightforward explanation for the empirically known fact that 2NF� 3NF� 4NF
. . . .

4. Two-nucleon interactions

The last section was just an overview. In this section, we will fill in all the details involved in the ChPT development of
the NN interaction; and 3NF and 4NF will be discussed in Section 5. We start by talking about the various pion-exchange
contributions.

4.1. Pion-exchange contributions in ChPT

Based upon the effective pion Lagrangians of Section 2.2, we will now derive the pion-exchange contributions to the NN
interaction order by order.

As noted before, there are infinitely many pion-exchange contributions to the NN interaction and, thus, we need to get
organized. First, we arrange the various pion-exchange contributions according to the number of pions being exchanged
between the two nucleons:

V⇡ = V1⇡ + V2⇡ + V3⇡ + · · · , (4.1)
where the meaning of the subscripts is obvious and the ellipsis represents 4⇡ and higher pion exchanges. Second, for each
of the above terms, we assume a low-momentum expansion:

V1⇡ = V (0)
1⇡ + V (2)

1⇡ + V (3)
1⇡ + V (4)

1⇡ + · · · (4.2)

V2⇡ = V (2)
2⇡ + V (3)

2⇡ + V (4)
2⇡ + · · · (4.3)

V3⇡ = V (4)
3⇡ + · · · , (4.4)

where the superscript denotes the order ⌫ and the ellipses stand for contributions of fifth and higher orders. Due to parity
and time reversal, there are no first order contributions. Moreover, since n pions create L = n � 1 loops, the leading order
for n-pion exchange occurs at ⌫ = 2n � 2 [cf. Eq. (3.5)].

In the following subsections, we will discuss V1⇡ , V2⇡ , and V3⇡ , one by one and order by order.

Interactions that involve
QVQ

when the omitted physics
is

Q(V+T)Q 

Not This

This potential effectively assumes a momentum cut - and a diagonal KE
One nucleon cannot be inside of outside P in a HO - not consistence with translational 
                                                                              invariance



UV - P - IR Factorization

□  Nuclear ground states are a compromise between the UV and the IR:  kinetic
    energy is minimized by delocalization;  potential energy is minimized by 
    localizing at scales 

□  Corrections due to omitted IR and UV physics are roughly comparable in 
     importance
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HOBET’s short-range expansion is one in HO quanta
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FIG. 1. HOBET’s pionful e↵ective interaction, appropriate to
a HO where translational invariance requires P to be defined
in terms of total quanta (in contrast to chiral interactions
employing a momentum cut). (Color online: blue, green, red
indicate far-IR, near-IR, and UV corrections.)

the Argonne v18 potential [12]; the associated scatter-
ing in Q from the fourth line of Eq. (1) was computed
numerically [14]; and the results were shown to be equiv-
alent, to very high accuracy, to the short range expansion
represented by V� [9]. This is the traditional renormal-
ization procedure, though with the end result expressed
compactly in terms of HOBET’s e↵ective interaction.

Here we execute HOBET as a true ET, severing
connections to realistic potentials. Instead of numer-
ically integrating out a UV potential, the parameters
of the ET are determined directly from the energy self-
consistency of the BH equation, after imposing appropri-
ate IR boundary conditions through GQT . Bound state
wave functions must vanish asymptotically, while scat-
tering states must oscillate with the proper phase shift
[13]. In analogy with nuclear EFT, two versions are nat-

ural, pionless HOBET where V ⌘ 0, and pionful HOBET
where V ! V IR

⇡ . V IR
⇡ is a further IR correction of long-

distance behavior, augmenting the kinetic energy sum-
mation. In contrast to EFT approaches, the pion plays
no role at short ranges in HOBET.

As HOBET’s technical aspects are described elsewhere
[15], the description here focuses on simple examples.
The original HOBET expansion [9] can be recast in terms
of HO creation (a†
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2b is the dimensionless Jacobi coordinate.

Defining projections with good angular momentum,
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M = êM · a† and ãM = (�1)Ma�M , where êM is the
spherical unit vector, nodal and angular momentum low-
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FIG. 1. HOBET’s pionful e↵ective interaction, appropriate to
a HO where translational invariance requires P to be defined
in terms of total quanta (in contrast to chiral interactions
employing a momentum cut). (Color online: blue, green, red
indicate far-IR, near-IR, and UV corrections.)

the Argonne v18 potential [12]; the associated scatter-
ing in Q from the fourth line of Eq. (1) was computed
numerically [14]; and the results were shown to be equiv-
alent, to very high accuracy, to the short range expansion
represented by V� [9]. This is the traditional renormal-
ization procedure, though with the end result expressed
compactly in terms of HOBET’s e↵ective interaction.

Here we execute HOBET as a true ET, severing
connections to realistic potentials. Instead of numer-
ically integrating out a UV potential, the parameters
of the ET are determined directly from the energy self-
consistency of the BH equation, after imposing appropri-
ate IR boundary conditions through GQT . Bound state
wave functions must vanish asymptotically, while scat-
tering states must oscillate with the proper phase shift
[13]. In analogy with nuclear EFT, two versions are nat-

ural, pionless HOBET where V ⌘ 0, and pionful HOBET
where V ! V IR

⇡ . V IR
⇡ is a further IR correction of long-

distance behavior, augmenting the kinetic energy sum-
mation. In contrast to EFT approaches, the pion plays
no role at short ranges in HOBET.

As HOBET’s technical aspects are described elsewhere
[15], the description here focuses on simple examples.
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FIG. 1. HOBET’s pionful e↵ective interaction, appropriate to
a HO where translational invariance requires P to be defined
in terms of total quanta (in contrast to chiral interactions
employing a momentum cut). (Color online: blue, green, red
indicate far-IR, near-IR, and UV corrections.)

the Argonne v18 potential [12]; the associated scatter-
ing in Q from the fourth line of Eq. (1) was computed
numerically [14]; and the results were shown to be equiv-
alent, to very high accuracy, to the short range expansion
represented by V� [9]. This is the traditional renormal-
ization procedure, though with the end result expressed
compactly in terms of HOBET’s e↵ective interaction.

Here we execute HOBET as a true ET, severing
connections to realistic potentials. Instead of numer-
ically integrating out a UV potential, the parameters
of the ET are determined directly from the energy self-
consistency of the BH equation, after imposing appropri-
ate IR boundary conditions through GQT . Bound state
wave functions must vanish asymptotically, while scat-
tering states must oscillate with the proper phase shift
[13]. In analogy with nuclear EFT, two versions are nat-

ural, pionless HOBET where V ⌘ 0, and pionful HOBET
where V ! V IR

⇡ . V IR
⇡ is a further IR correction of long-

distance behavior, augmenting the kinetic energy sum-
mation. In contrast to EFT approaches, the pion plays
no role at short ranges in HOBET.

As HOBET’s technical aspects are described elsewhere
[15], the description here focuses on simple examples.
The original HOBET expansion [9] can be recast in terms
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2b is the dimensionless Jacobi coordinate.
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FIG. 1. HOBET’s pionful e↵ective interaction, appropriate to
a HO where translational invariance requires P to be defined
in terms of total quanta (in contrast to chiral interactions
employing a momentum cut). (Color online: blue, green, red
indicate far-IR, near-IR, and UV corrections.)

the Argonne v18 potential [12]; the associated scatter-
ing in Q from the fourth line of Eq. (1) was computed
numerically [14]; and the results were shown to be equiv-
alent, to very high accuracy, to the short range expansion
represented by V� [9]. This is the traditional renormal-
ization procedure, though with the end result expressed
compactly in terms of HOBET’s e↵ective interaction.

Here we execute HOBET as a true ET, severing
connections to realistic potentials. Instead of numer-
ically integrating out a UV potential, the parameters
of the ET are determined directly from the energy self-
consistency of the BH equation, after imposing appropri-
ate IR boundary conditions through GQT . Bound state
wave functions must vanish asymptotically, while scat-
tering states must oscillate with the proper phase shift
[13]. In analogy with nuclear EFT, two versions are nat-

ural, pionless HOBET where V ⌘ 0, and pionful HOBET
where V ! V IR

⇡ . V IR
⇡ is a further IR correction of long-

distance behavior, augmenting the kinetic energy sum-
mation. In contrast to EFT approaches, the pion plays
no role at short ranges in HOBET.

As HOBET’s technical aspects are described elsewhere
[15], the description here focuses on simple examples.
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FIG. 1. HOBET’s pionful e↵ective interaction, appropriate to
a HO where translational invariance requires P to be defined
in terms of total quanta (in contrast to chiral interactions
employing a momentum cut). (Color online: blue, green, red
indicate far-IR, near-IR, and UV corrections.)

the Argonne v18 potential [12]; the associated scatter-
ing in Q from the fourth line of Eq. (1) was computed
numerically [14]; and the results were shown to be equiv-
alent, to very high accuracy, to the short range expansion
represented by V� [9]. This is the traditional renormal-
ization procedure, though with the end result expressed
compactly in terms of HOBET’s e↵ective interaction.

Here we execute HOBET as a true ET, severing
connections to realistic potentials. Instead of numer-
ically integrating out a UV potential, the parameters
of the ET are determined directly from the energy self-
consistency of the BH equation, after imposing appropri-
ate IR boundary conditions through GQT . Bound state
wave functions must vanish asymptotically, while scat-
tering states must oscillate with the proper phase shift
[13]. In analogy with nuclear EFT, two versions are nat-

ural, pionless HOBET where V ⌘ 0, and pionful HOBET
where V ! V IR

⇡ . V IR
⇡ is a further IR correction of long-

distance behavior, augmenting the kinetic energy sum-
mation. In contrast to EFT approaches, the pion plays
no role at short ranges in HOBET.

As HOBET’s technical aspects are described elsewhere
[15], the description here focuses on simple examples.
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2b is the dimensionless Jacobi coordinate.

Defining projections with good angular momentum,
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where the low-energy constants (LECs) aLO, aNLO, ... carry units of energy. The HO matrix elements are
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FIG. 1. HOBET’s pionful e↵ective interaction, appropriate to
a HO where translational invariance requires P to be defined
in terms of total quanta (in contrast to chiral interactions
employing a momentum cut). (Color online: blue, green, red
indicate far-IR, near-IR, and UV corrections.)

the Argonne v18 potential [12]; the associated scatter-
ing in Q from the fourth line of Eq. (1) was computed
numerically [14]; and the results were shown to be equiv-
alent, to very high accuracy, to the short range expansion
represented by V� [9]. This is the traditional renormal-
ization procedure, though with the end result expressed
compactly in terms of HOBET’s e↵ective interaction.

Here we execute HOBET as a true ET, severing
connections to realistic potentials. Instead of numer-
ically integrating out a UV potential, the parameters
of the ET are determined directly from the energy self-
consistency of the BH equation, after imposing appropri-
ate IR boundary conditions through GQT . Bound state
wave functions must vanish asymptotically, while scat-
tering states must oscillate with the proper phase shift
[13]. In analogy with nuclear EFT, two versions are nat-

ural, pionless HOBET where V ⌘ 0, and pionful HOBET
where V ! V IR

⇡ . V IR
⇡ is a further IR correction of long-

distance behavior, augmenting the kinetic energy sum-
mation. In contrast to EFT approaches, the pion plays
no role at short ranges in HOBET.

As HOBET’s technical aspects are described elsewhere
[15], the description here focuses on simple examples.
The original HOBET expansion [9] can be recast in terms
of HO creation (a†

x, a†
y, a†

z) and annihilation operators,
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2
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satisfying the usual commutation relations. Here r =
(r1 � r2)/

p
2b is the dimensionless Jacobi coordinate.

Defining projections with good angular momentum,
a†

M = êM · a† and ãM = (�1)Ma�M , where êM is the
spherical unit vector, nodal and angular momentum low-
ering operators for the HO can be formed
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HOBET’s short-range expansion can be carried out. We
obtain the S channel N3LO and abbreviated SD(tensor
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where the low-energy constants (LECs) aLO, aNLO, ... carry units of energy. The HO matrix elements are
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□  Expansion order is defined in terms of oscillator quanta

        
□  Low-energy constants (units of MeV) 
    Matrix elements show this corresponds to a nodal quantum number expansion
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FIG. 1. HOBET’s pionful e↵ective interaction, appropriate to
a HO where translational invariance requires P to be defined
in terms of total quanta (in contrast to chiral interactions
employing a momentum cut). (Color online: blue, green, red
indicate far-IR, near-IR, and UV corrections.)

the Argonne v18 potential [12]; the associated scatter-
ing in Q from the fourth line of Eq. (1) was computed
numerically [14]; and the results were shown to be equiv-
alent, to very high accuracy, to the short range expansion
represented by V� [9]. This is the traditional renormal-
ization procedure, though with the end result expressed
compactly in terms of HOBET’s e↵ective interaction.

Here we execute HOBET as a true ET, severing
connections to realistic potentials. Instead of numer-
ically integrating out a UV potential, the parameters
of the ET are determined directly from the energy self-
consistency of the BH equation, after imposing appropri-
ate IR boundary conditions through GQT . Bound state
wave functions must vanish asymptotically, while scat-
tering states must oscillate with the proper phase shift
[13]. In analogy with nuclear EFT, two versions are nat-

ural, pionless HOBET where V ⌘ 0, and pionful HOBET
where V ! V IR

⇡ . V IR
⇡ is a further IR correction of long-

distance behavior, augmenting the kinetic energy sum-
mation. In contrast to EFT approaches, the pion plays
no role at short ranges in HOBET.

As HOBET’s technical aspects are described elsewhere
[15], the description here focuses on simple examples.
The original HOBET expansion [9] can be recast in terms
of HO creation (a†
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2b is the dimensionless Jacobi coordinate.

Defining projections with good angular momentum,
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M = êM · a† and ãM = (�1)Ma�M , where êM is the
spherical unit vector, nodal and angular momentum low-
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HOBET’s short-range expansion can be carried out. We
obtain the S channel N3LO and abbreviated SD(tensor
interaction) channel expansions
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HOBET’s short-range expansion in oscillator quanta is
equivalent to a gradient expansion around r ⇠ b, produc-
ing a characteristic dependence on nodal quantum num-
bers [9]. Similar expressions exist at N3LO for the D, DG,
P, PF, and F channels [15]. By exploiting properties of
the free Green’s function of Eq. (6), the corresponding
“edge states” matrix elements can also be evaluated ana-
lytically. Edge states are generating from |n`i in the last
shell of P where EGQT (E)P |n`i 6= P |n`i: the kinetic
energy IR sum in Q is incorporated through these states.

The analogous short-range expansion for potentials is
in terms of the Talmi moment integrals, e.g., for S-waves,

Z
dr0dr r2p0

e�r02/2Y00(⌦
0) V (r0, r) r2pe�r2/2Y00(⌦)

The LECs for a potential are proportional to these in-
tegrals. Consequently the short-range contributions of
V⇡, denoted V UV

⇡ , can be exactly encoded in LECs:
the expressions are given in [9]. In pionful HOBET,
V IR

⇡ ⌘ V⇡ �V UV
⇡ . Even before this subtraction, V⇡, with

its 1/r3 tensor force, is well-behaved in HOBET because
b and ⇤ act as cuto↵s. Then HOBET executes additional
subtractions up to the number of LECs available in each
partial-wave channel, to produce a very soft V IR

⇡ .
When HOBET’s LECs are determined, the pion makes

no explicit contribution to any of the fitted channels, as
V UV

⇡ has been removed. This contrasts with EFT ap-
proaches, where the pion is an explicit degree of free-
dom, employed at short ranges where realistic interac-
tions are not pionic, generating debates about the best
power-counting scheme [16]. Taking N3LO as an exam-
ple, once HOBET’s LECs are fixed, the values of the
shortest range matrix elements for which 2(n0 � 1) + `0 +
2(n � 1) + `  6 are completely determined. The fit-
ted LECs also contribute to matrix elements for which
2(n0 � 1) + `0 + 2(n � 1) + ` > 6, but there higher-order,
long-range Talmi integrals also contribute. Pionful HO-
BET assigns to these Talmi integrals their pionic values.

HOBET’s summation of the e↵ective kinetic energy
operator to all orders in Eq. (1) can generate di↵erential
reductions in binding energies of up to ~!, as E ! 0
from below, illustrating the size of the shifts associated
with kinetic energy delocalization in this limit. The edge
state can be computed from the free Green’s function, at
the cost of a matrix inversion in P

EGQT P |n`mi = G0(E)[PG0(E)P ]�1|n`mi

G0(E) =

⇢
1/(r2 � 2) E < 0
1/(r2 + k2) E > 0

(6)

where  ⌘
p

2|E|/~!, k =
p

2E/~!, and r are dimen-
sionless. Matrix elements of G0 in P can be evaluated an-
alytically. We employ standing-wave Green’s functions.
The proper treatment of these Green’s functions is the
key to executing HOBET as an ET.

For bound states G0(E) is determined by the binding
energy, with self-consistent solutions of the BH equation
then yielding the discrete eigenvalues. In contrast, for

E > 0, there exists a solution at every energy, while the
IR behavior depends not only on E, but also on the phase
shift �`(E) that appears in the homogeneous term in G0,

G0(E > 0; r, r0) = �cos k|r � r0|
4⇡|r � r0|

� k
X

`m

cot �`(E) j`(kr) j`(kr0) Y`m(⌦)Y ⇤
`m(⌦0) (7)

Phase shifts previously encoded into NN potentials are
thus fed into HOBET through G0, properly fixing its IR
behavior. If this is done at some E followed by a diag-
onalization in P , clearly an eigenvalue will not typically
be found at that E. As the theory is complete and the
IR behavior correct, the source of this discrepancy must
be in the UV, an inadequate V�. V�’s LECs should then
be adjusted to fix the discrepancy. In practice the N3LO
LECs are chosen to produce a best fit to all of the phase
shift information between threshold and 40 MeV CM en-
ergy, in the 1S0, 3S1-3D1, 1D2, 3D1, 3D2, 3D3-3G3, 1P1,
3P0, 3P1, 3P2-3F2, 1F3, and 3FJ channels, in channel
by channel calculations. The number of LECs at N3LO
varys from six in the S-wave channels to one in the F and
mixed DG channels. Technical details of the fitting pro-
cedure are given in [15]. When tensor forces mix channels
such as 3S1/

3D1, we use the S-matrix to express the pos-
sible asymptotic states as a linear combination of basis
states. We construct an Heff for each basis state to con-
strain the entire space. A convenient basis is implied by
the diagonalization of the S matrix, giving one asymp-
totic state that is mostly 3S1 and one that is mostly 3D1.
We can assign a number nb of weights, Wb, to these states
reflecting the fraction of 3S1 and 3D1 in the bound state.

With an exact ET and perfect phase shift data,
PHe↵(Ei)P | ii = EiP | ii for each energy Ei of a
set spanning the energy interval of interest. But un-
der realistic conditions, PHe↵(Ei)P | ii = ✏iP | ii,
where ✏i is an eigenvalue near but not identical
to Ei. Our LECs were determined by minimizing
the total self-consistency error over sampled energies,
C2(LECs)=(1/(N ⇤ nb))

Pnb

b=1

PN
i=1 C2

b,i where Cb,i =
Wb(Ei � ✏i)/Ei ⌘ Wb�Ei/Ei. The fitting was done suc-
cessively through the orders, e.g., with the LECs from
the NLO minimization forming the starting values for
the NNLO LEC minimization, etc.

The procedure was tested in a realistic S-wave model –
square well plus hard core – for which exact phase shifts
were known, in order to evaluate convergence proper-
ties. A P space with b = 1.7 fm and ⇤ = 8 (5 in-
cluded S-states) was used in this test. A ⇠ two-orders-of-
magnitude improvement in C2 per order in the expansion
[9] was obtained.

Another important test was performed with the same
model and P space: are LECs obtained in one energy
interval indeed constant, over the full energy range con-
sidered? aLO was determined 10 times at single ener-
gies sampled at 1 MeV intervals from 1 to 10 MeV, with
higher order LECs set to zero. The results in Fig. 2 show

aLEC ⇠

aLO $ (p0, p) = (0, 0) aNLO $ (p0, p) = (0, 1) or (1, 0) etc.

HOBET’s VIR
⇡

  is already regulated in P by b, 

                       

⇤V⇡ V⇡ = V IR
⇡ + V UV

⇡

V UV
⇡ = V�(aLECs ! a⇡LECs)

        is used only for those Talmi integrals not corrected by the LECs:  
becomes a further IR correction

Differs from EFT treatments, where pion is treated explicitly, even at ranges 
where the nuclear force has no connection to the pion - leading to many debates

V IR
⇡
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KE Green’s Function:  Execution as an ET

□  HOBET’s validation in the past: convention renormalization
       • Took a  realistic V fit to NN scattering data:   Argonne v18

           • Calculated numerically

       • Demonstrated the numerical results could be almost exactly expressed in
         terms of a few LECs if written as
      

      
□  This process can be viewed as 
       • Packing QCD information (phase shifts) into an NN potential
       • Decoding that phase shift information to obtain          , a process that
         is increasing difficult and flawed as A=2,3,4,…

□  Why not construct          directly, from the phase shift information?
       • Requires one to do scattering: a theory analytically continuous in E
       • Rapid variation of scattering with E  (phase shift evolution) ⇔  LECs
       

Heff = P [H +HGQHQH]P H ⌘ T + Vav18

Heff = PEGTQ


T + T

Q

E
T + V + V�(LECs)

�
EGQT

Heff

Heff

P



□  Relate              to the free Green’s function

     (only costs a matrix inversion in P)

□  Bound states:  E determines G entirely 

    Any eigenstate was any overlap with P can be found (regardless of P’s dimensions)
      
□  Free states:  Eigenvalue exists at any E, while 

     So diagonalize P:  eigenvalue at E?      No?  What is wrong?     IR correct  ⇒  UV!

          pick aLO to get a solution at E,  repeat at a new E to get aNLO,  etc.
          
       

GQT (E)

3

HOBET’s short-range expansion in oscillator quanta is
equivalent to a gradient expansion around r ⇠ b, produc-
ing a characteristic dependence on nodal quantum num-
bers [9]. Similar expressions exist at N3LO for the D, DG,
P, PF, and F channels [15]. By exploiting properties of
the free Green’s function of Eq. (6), the corresponding
“edge states” matrix elements can also be evaluated ana-
lytically. Edge states are generating from |n`i in the last
shell of P where EGQT (E)P |n`i 6= P |n`i: the kinetic
energy IR sum in Q is incorporated through these states.

The analogous short-range expansion for potentials is
in terms of the Talmi moment integrals, e.g., for S-waves,
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The LECs for a potential are proportional to these in-
tegrals. Consequently the short-range contributions of
V⇡, denoted V UV

⇡ , can be exactly encoded in LECs:
the expressions are given in [9]. In pionful HOBET,
V IR

⇡ ⌘ V⇡ �V UV
⇡ . Even before this subtraction, V⇡, with

its 1/r3 tensor force, is well-behaved in HOBET because
b and ⇤ act as cuto↵s. Then HOBET executes additional
subtractions up to the number of LECs available in each
partial-wave channel, to produce a very soft V IR

⇡ .
When HOBET’s LECs are determined, the pion makes

no explicit contribution to any of the fitted channels, as
V UV

⇡ has been removed. This contrasts with EFT ap-
proaches, where the pion is an explicit degree of free-
dom, employed at short ranges where realistic interac-
tions are not pionic, generating debates about the best
power-counting scheme [16]. Taking N3LO as an exam-
ple, once HOBET’s LECs are fixed, the values of the
shortest range matrix elements for which 2(n0 � 1) + `0 +
2(n � 1) + `  6 are completely determined. The fit-
ted LECs also contribute to matrix elements for which
2(n0 � 1) + `0 + 2(n � 1) + ` > 6, but there higher-order,
long-range Talmi integrals also contribute. Pionful HO-
BET assigns to these Talmi integrals their pionic values.

HOBET’s summation of the e↵ective kinetic energy
operator to all orders in Eq. (1) can generate di↵erential
reductions in binding energies of up to ~!, as E ! 0
from below, illustrating the size of the shifts associated
with kinetic energy delocalization in this limit. The edge
state can be computed from the free Green’s function, at
the cost of a matrix inversion in P

EGQT P |n`mi = G0(E)[PG0(E)P ]�1|n`mi

G0(E) =

⇢
1/(r2 � 2) E < 0
1/(r2 + k2) E > 0

(6)

where  ⌘
p

2|E|/~!, k =
p

2E/~!, and r are dimen-
sionless. Matrix elements of G0 in P can be evaluated an-
alytically. We employ standing-wave Green’s functions.
The proper treatment of these Green’s functions is the
key to executing HOBET as an ET.

For bound states G0(E) is determined by the binding
energy, with self-consistent solutions of the BH equation
then yielding the discrete eigenvalues. In contrast, for

E > 0, there exists a solution at every energy, while the
IR behavior depends not only on E, but also on the phase
shift �`(E) that appears in the homogeneous term in G0,

G0(E > 0; r, r0) = �cos k|r � r0|
4⇡|r � r0|
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Phase shifts previously encoded into NN potentials are
thus fed into HOBET through G0, properly fixing its IR
behavior. If this is done at some E followed by a diag-
onalization in P , clearly an eigenvalue will not typically
be found at that E. As the theory is complete and the
IR behavior correct, the source of this discrepancy must
be in the UV, an inadequate V�. V�’s LECs should then
be adjusted to fix the discrepancy. In practice the N3LO
LECs are chosen to produce a best fit to all of the phase
shift information between threshold and 40 MeV CM en-
ergy, in the 1S0, 3S1-3D1, 1D2, 3D1, 3D2, 3D3-3G3, 1P1,
3P0, 3P1, 3P2-3F2, 1F3, and 3FJ channels, in channel
by channel calculations. The number of LECs at N3LO
varys from six in the S-wave channels to one in the F and
mixed DG channels. Technical details of the fitting pro-
cedure are given in [15]. When tensor forces mix channels
such as 3S1/

3D1, we use the S-matrix to express the pos-
sible asymptotic states as a linear combination of basis
states. We construct an Heff for each basis state to con-
strain the entire space. A convenient basis is implied by
the diagonalization of the S matrix, giving one asymp-
totic state that is mostly 3S1 and one that is mostly 3D1.
We can assign a number nb of weights, Wb, to these states
reflecting the fraction of 3S1 and 3D1 in the bound state.

With an exact ET and perfect phase shift data,
PHe↵(Ei)P | ii = EiP | ii for each energy Ei of a
set spanning the energy interval of interest. But un-
der realistic conditions, PHe↵(Ei)P | ii = ✏iP | ii,
where ✏i is an eigenvalue near but not identical
to Ei. Our LECs were determined by minimizing
the total self-consistency error over sampled energies,
C2(LECs)=(1/(N ⇤ nb))

Pnb

b=1

PN
i=1 C2

b,i where Cb,i =
Wb(Ei � ✏i)/Ei ⌘ Wb�Ei/Ei. The fitting was done suc-
cessively through the orders, e.g., with the LECs from
the NLO minimization forming the starting values for
the NNLO LEC minimization, etc.

The procedure was tested in a realistic S-wave model –
square well plus hard core – for which exact phase shifts
were known, in order to evaluate convergence proper-
ties. A P space with b = 1.7 fm and ⇤ = 8 (5 in-
cluded S-states) was used in this test. A ⇠ two-orders-of-
magnitude improvement in C2 per order in the expansion
[9] was obtained.

Another important test was performed with the same
model and P space: are LECs obtained in one energy
interval indeed constant, over the full energy range con-
sidered? aLO was determined 10 times at single ener-
gies sampled at 1 MeV intervals from 1 to 10 MeV, with
higher order LECs set to zero. The results in Fig. 2 show
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□  the fit proceeds by fixing the LEC in LO;  using that as the starting point
    for the NLO fit;  when that converges, then repeat for NNLO, etc.

□  the pion coupling is treated as an additional LEC, to date:
    but in the fits, the value is with 1% of the canonical value

    so it would make sense to accept the canonical value
      
□  the relevant scattering data is below 40 MeV:  its an ET

□  we use standing wave boundary conditions, and show all formulas are explicitly
    continuous across E=0
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FIG. 2. Energy dependence of aLO at LO (upper dots) and
residual energy dependence aLO at NLO (lower dots) after
aNLO is fixed at -0.403.

a residual energy dependence in aLO of about 3% over the
range. A second fit was then done at NLO using two sam-
ple energies, 1 and 10 MeV, to determine aNLO. Keeping
aNLO fixed, the first step, determining aLO at each of the
10 sample energies, was repeated. Fig. 2 shows almost
no energy dependence in the new aLOs (< 0.1%). This
behavior is a general property of our fits and highly desir-
able in an ET: residual energy dependence of the LECs
simply reflects corrections from orders beyond the last
included order, the largest contribution coming from the
immediately following order.

We then applied the method to experimental NN data
[17], fitting phase shifts at 40 energies uniformly spaced
from 1 to 40 MeV, again defining the P space with ⇤ = 8
and b = 1.7 fm. For the 3S1/

3D1 channel we used weights
WS = 1 and WD = 0.1 for the asymptotic basis states
corresponding to the diagonalized S-matrix. From the
resulting LECs we calculated the deuteron binding en-
ergy. The results are shown in Table I, for pionless and
pionful HOBET, as a function or order, including the
self-consistency error. While both calculations converge
well, the comparison shows the importance of the chiral
IR correction in pionful HOBET: at N3LO the deuteron
binding energy is correct to 0.1 keV, and the phase-shift
fit (reflected in the self-consistency error) is nearly per-
fect.

An additional test is the quality of the projected wave

TABLE I. Deuteron channel: binding energy Eb as a function
of the expansion order. Bare denotes a calculation with T+V
.
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function. Fig. 3 shows that the 1P1 results at CM ener-
gies 1, 15, and 35 MeV are in nearly perfect agreement
with the exact results: all of the detailed behavior of the
projected wave functions as continuous functions of r and
E, remarkably, can be encoded in a few LECs. The S-
wave LECs obtained in at N3LO are given in Table II;
results for other channels are given in [15].

In summary, we have demonstrated a short-range ET
expansion for structure and reactions that is convergent
and continuous in E, directly linking experimental scat-
tering observables to bound state properties. Phase shifts
enter through a BH equation reorganization that builds
in correct IR behavior. This procedure simplifies subse-
quent calculations in larger nuclei, reducing the A-body
problem to one involving iterated softened strong inter-
actions described by finite matrices
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separated by IR propagation in Q. An exact treatment
of the two-body physics of such systems by summing this
series is the next step in HOBET development.4
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with the exact results: all of the detailed behavior of the
projected wave functions as continuous functions of r and
E, remarkably, can be encoded in a few LECs. The S-
wave LECs obtained in at N3LO are given in Table II;
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expansion for structure and reactions that is convergent
and continuous in E, directly linking experimental scat-
tering observables to bound state properties. Phase shifts
enter through a BH equation reorganization that builds
in correct IR behavior. This procedure simplifies subse-
quent calculations in larger nuclei, reducing the A-body
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and b = 1.7 fm. For the 3S1/

3D1 channel we used weights
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corresponding to the diagonalized S-matrix. From the
resulting LECs we calculated the deuteron binding en-
ergy. The results are shown in Table I, for pionless and
pionful HOBET, as a function or order, including the
self-consistency error. While both calculations converge
well, the comparison shows the importance of the chiral
IR correction in pionful HOBET: at N3LO the deuteron
binding energy is correct to 0.1 keV, and the phase-shift
fit (reflected in the self-consistency error) is nearly per-
fect.

An additional test is the quality of the projected wave
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function. Fig. 3 shows that the 1P1 results at CM ener-
gies 1, 15, and 35 MeV are in nearly perfect agreement
with the exact results: all of the detailed behavior of the
projected wave functions as continuous functions of r and
E, remarkably, can be encoded in a few LECs. The S-
wave LECs obtained in at N3LO are given in Table II;
results for other channels are given in [15].

In summary, we have demonstrated a short-range ET
expansion for structure and reactions that is convergent
and continuous in E, directly linking experimental scat-
tering observables to bound state properties. Phase shifts
enter through a BH equation reorganization that builds
in correct IR behavior. This procedure simplifies subse-
quent calculations in larger nuclei, reducing the A-body
problem to one involving iterated softened strong inter-
actions described by finite matrices

V ! PEGTQ(E)
⇥
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⇤
EGQT (E)P

separated by IR propagation in Q. An exact treatment
of the two-body physics of such systems by summing this
series is the next step in HOBET development.
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range. A second fit was then done at NLO using two sam-
ple energies, 1 and 10 MeV, to determine aNLO. Keeping
aNLO fixed, the first step, determining aLO at each of the
10 sample energies, was repeated. Fig. 2 shows almost
no energy dependence in the new aLOs (< 0.1%). This
behavior is a general property of our fits and highly desir-
able in an ET: residual energy dependence of the LECs
simply reflects corrections from orders beyond the last
included order, the largest contribution coming from the
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We then applied the method to experimental NN data
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from 1 to 40 MeV, again defining the P space with ⇤ = 8
and b = 1.7 fm. For the 3S1/

3D1 channel we used weights
WS = 1 and WD = 0.1 for the asymptotic basis states
corresponding to the diagonalized S-matrix. From the
resulting LECs we calculated the deuteron binding en-
ergy. The results are shown in Table I, for pionless and
pionful HOBET, as a function or order, including the
self-consistency error. While both calculations converge
well, the comparison shows the importance of the chiral
IR correction in pionful HOBET: at N3LO the deuteron
binding energy is correct to 0.1 keV, and the phase-shift
fit (reflected in the self-consistency error) is nearly per-
fect.

An additional test is the quality of the projected wave
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TABLE II. The S-wave LECs determined at N3LO in pionless
and pionful HOBET. See [15] for the full set of couplings.
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function. Fig. 3 shows that the 1P1 results at CM ener-
gies 1, 15, and 35 MeV are in nearly perfect agreement
with the exact results: all of the detailed behavior of the
projected wave functions as continuous functions of r and
E, remarkably, can be encoded in a few LECs. The S-
wave LECs obtained in at N3LO are given in Table II;
results for other channels are given in [15].

In summary, we have demonstrated a short-range ET
expansion for structure and reactions that is convergent
and continuous in E, directly linking experimental scat-
tering observables to bound state properties. Phase shifts
enter through a BH equation reorganization that builds
in correct IR behavior. This procedure simplifies subse-
quent calculations in larger nuclei, reducing the A-body
problem to one involving iterated softened strong inter-
actions described by finite matrices

V ! PEGTQ(E)
⇥
V IR

⇡ + V�

⇤
EGQT (E)P

separated by IR propagation in Q. An exact treatment
of the two-body physics of such systems by summing this
series is the next step in HOBET development.

LECs are indeed constants:
small residual energy dependence
decreases with increasing order,

resides almost entirely
in the last included order

3% residual energy dependence
of aLO at LO

becomes 0.1% at NLO
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One now has the information needed to calculate A-body systems 
quite efficiently

□ The strong interaction lives in P only
   Potentials are now simple matrices

   

□ Separated by long range KE propagation:
   these IR propagators represent infinite sums
   in Q, but as we have seen, can be related
   to the free Green’s function

□ We have invested a lot of effort in building
   a tool to implement this: based on the SciDAC-2
   code Bigstick, which we have pushed an
   additional two orders of magnitude
    

3)  Build the theory of the A-body system:  very pretty

Q

P

P

 Q

P

P

N1+N2 < Λ N1+N2+N3 < Λ

← KE Green’s
     

← P(Veff)P

the A-body problem

long-term goal:  marry exact formalism to the best codes/biggest machines

Friday, September 18, 2009

Scattering in P via a matrix
followed by long-range

propagation via KE operator

Heff for A-body systems
are long-range operators -
unusally so because of the

weak binding of nuclei

V (r) ! PEGTQ

⇥
V IR
⇡ + V�

⇤
EGQTP

funtion ! finite matrix



We have done our first experiments to use HOBET to match 
LQCD phase shifts

□  the preliminary work Ken McElvain did is the simplest implementation:
    we accept as input the phase shifts from the CalLat phase shift analysis,
    which were evaluated for       = 800 MeV 

    Ken did his fit in the        channel at NLO,  with of course      an LEC

    The fit is preliminary because it uses central values, while propagation of the 
    lattice errors into HOBET are needed 
      

       

m⇡

1S0 f⇡
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Lattice Data and Heff(E) at NLO,  1S0 Channel
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Includes solving for pion nucleon coupling constant.
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Fitting to LQCD 1S0 phase shifts
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After a fit of average data, one bound state found. 
We also get the relative wave function of the bound state.

Shape of OPE V (Scaled)
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HOBET Wavefunction
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Using HOBET for Lattice Extrapolations 

□  HOBET provides control over long distance physics:  it is easily adapted to 
    use lattice eigenvalues from finite boxes and unphysical pions

□  The simplest implementation requires the box to contain P:  it must be
    expandable in box Fourier components
         - we can adapt HOBET for this, as the oscillator parameter is available

□  If this condition is satisfied, HOBET is then an exact effective theory in the box -
    the box clearly affects the IR, but it should not have any influence on the UV
         - this can be proven using by putting non relativistic theory in a box:
           Ken’s current project
    

      

       

He↵

box

= PEGbox

TQ


T + T

Q

E
T + V IR

⇡ + V�(LECs)

�
EGbox

QT P

remains spherical simple transformations
between P and box:
the solid harmonics

of Edmondsall mixing of spherical operators is induced
by the Green’s function



□  one would then fit HOBET parameters to the LQCD eigenvalues

□  then removed the box and discard the mixing, since it is a box artifact

□  all of this must be tested, but the implementation is very clean and simple
    

      

       



Pion extrapolations also look promising 

□  As      runs lots of physics changes:  the strength, the mix of partial waves

□  We can run HOBET in parallel,  keeping the following fixed

 

□  The coordinate dependence in HOBET is           where r is dimensionless:
    the radial dependence is fixed during the running

□  The BH equation (omitting the other LECs for simplicity) is

     so the quantity that we extrapolate is the running energy 

□  The running pion LEC is 

    

m⇡

m⇡ b = mphys
⇡ boptimal

HOBET

m⇡br
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P | i = E

~! | i

E/~!
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⇡
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Summary 

□  we have an ET that is convergent, translationally invariant, and analytically
    continuous in E - so that scattering data can fix bound state properties

□  HOBET’s LECs can be determined from phase shifts - taken either from
    experiment, theory, or an optimal mix of both.  There is no potential
    operating outside of P

□  it can be put in a box, and fit to eigenvalues - while preserving the spherical
    symmetry of the LECs

□  its momentum scale can be matched to that of a lattice calculations, so that all
    physics is absorbed into running LECs - including for the long-range pion 
    

      

       

work by Ken McElvain
+ WH


